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Rescuing the man tied to a tree seemed like a rational decision. Claire is a smart, capable

bookkeeper who happens to work at a martial arts academy. She has no idea the door she walked

through to save the bound man would leave her trapped in 13th century Scotland. She is unable to

regret the night of passion shared with Ian, even though it happened with the threat of death just

outside the door. She pretends to be content with Ianâ€™s friendship, knowing his people must

come first. Compelled by honor and tormented by desire, is being his woman, while he marries

another, enough?Ian, Laird of the Draig Clan, is a man trapped by fate. Forced by necessity to

marry a woman he has never met, her dowry is essential to save his clan. However, he is in love

with the woman who saved his life and then spent one night in his arms. Duty prevents Ian from

being able to marry Claire as custom, honor, and his heart demand. Drawn to her, believing they

share the same desires and dreams in life, he finally offers her the only option available, a place by

his side and in his bed.Claire and Ian are bound together in love and then ripped apart by deception

and a plot to destroy the Draig clan. Facing the final battle alone and unarmed, Claire saves them

all. The ultimate challenge is forgiving Ian for sending her away.
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It was a good story. Though not much was spent on the time travel nor its history, the story was

easy to follow with a few good twists. The characters were rich and likable. The heroine is strong.

However, I failed to understand how she could just give up her hopes and efforts on returning to her

present time. It was a pleasant read, not too difficult nor lengthy.

Yes! Such a great read. The characters are so likable-with smart-strong women. The love story is so

well written, you feel that wonderful ache in your heart (well I did!). And humor, it takes talent to

weave smiles into a story like this.Lisa Wadler, give us the next one please.

Finally, a well written, historical romance featuring a strong, independent complex woman.. The

central figure Claire is a modern day woman, an account by day and a student of martial arts by

night who walks through a portal and gets transported a 1,000 plus years into the past. In the first

few pages the action starts immediately as Claire saves Ian Laird of the Draig clan from being

murdered by his adversaries. I won't give anything away but Claire uses both her martial arts skills

and her accounting skills to beat back the baddies. I'm not used to books in this genre being so well

written. In less skilled hands Claire and Ian would be cardboard cut outs but Lisa Dawn Wadler

creates three dimensional characters and more importantly a strong female character. The book is

action filled and well paced with the right amount of steamy sex scenes. My only disappointment is

that I don't have another book that continues Claire and Ian's saga.

I loved the characters most of all! It was different from the typical romance/love story because the

female character was a strong, capable woman who did not need to be rescued or saved. She

saved herself. The writing was very descriptive, and I felt as if I was back in Scotland long ago.

Can't wait for more from Ms. Wadler!

I was hooked from the very first page and that emotion continued all the way through the book. I

really enjoyed the heroine, Claire . . . a strong,passionate woman dealing with a time and place

totally foreign to her. She handles herself in a way that we hope we would all exhibit in similar

circumstances . The story has all the ingredients -- passion, adventure, treachery and suspense to

keep you up reading long past your bedtime. I recommend that you make yourself a cup of tea (or

hot chocolate or a glass of wine) and find a spot where you can just enjoy.I certainly hope that there

will be more books to read from this author -- and soon!



'The Draig's Woman' by Lisa Dawn Wadler is an interesting time travel read with characters you

would like to root for which I did until the end.Based upon all of the typos and omissions in the story

I thought that this was a self published, straight from the writer's first run e-book. It made me think

that there was no editing but that's not the case according to the listing on . Poor Ms. Wadler. I hope

she finds an experience editor for her future books. Normally I just read over these errors in a story

and think little of them but the errors were so blatant and numerous In this book it was hard to keep

up with the story. That's why I only gave the story 4 stars.

A wonderful look at 13th century Scotland and the clans who lived in this time period. A young 20th

century woman Claire, steps through a mysterious doorway in a Arizona parking lot. She had just

been accosted by a man from a bar, but by using her defensive training has stopped his attack. She

looks up and sees a man tied to a tree. Ian had been watching this young woman and the world she

lived in with wonder as he was tied to the tree. He knew the stories of times and lands not of his

world and could only imagine why he was seeing this scene at this time. As she steps through the

doorway, he asks her to take his dagger and cut the ropes restraining him. And so the story begins.

This is the first time I have read any of Lisa Dawn Sadler. I have enjoyed reading this story from the

first page to the last page. I did not want to put the book down. This story kept my interest

throughout the story. It is about trust and betrayal and how they over came the obstacles. Lisa is a

new author to me and I can't wait until I read her next story which I bought. Lisa is a wonderful writer

that makes me feel like I am there watching everything that is happening. I hope you will enjoy

reading this story as much as I did.
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